KANDAHAR - Seven Afghan Local Police personnel and a dozen Taliban insurgents have been killed during an attack in the southern Helmand province, while two other were killed in a raid attack in southern Uruzgan province.

Alp Men, 12 Talibans Killed in Zabul Clashes

Iranian Drivers’ Problem in Afghanistan Soil Solved

TEHRAN - Iranian drivers' problem has been solved in Afghanistan as they bump into someone who is opposing anti-Iran policies. Official Ali Akbar Shiran said during the meeting held in Afghanistan’s ministry of police.

7 ALP Men, 12 Talibans Killed in Zabul Clashes

KABUL - A US drone strike killed at least nine insurgents in the Zabul province, a local police official said on Saturday.

Outlook Horoscope

Aries (Mar. 21-Apr.20)

Cancer (June 21-July 20)

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep.22 )

Libra (Sep 23-Oct. 22)

Scorpio (Oct.23-Nov.22)

Sagittarius (Nov-22-Dec.21)

Capricorn (Dec.22-Jan.20)

Pisces (Feb.19-Mar.20)

Aries

You realize that your current activity is not just about completing your tasks today. It’s about going on a white hot streak and that’s why you’re choosing to reach your current goals. Nevertheless, you’ve committed to fulfilling your obligations, however long it might take. Make a list of everything you thought would be done by now.

Cancer

You might experience one annoyance this month, but it’s going to be a white hot streak and that’s why you’re choosing to reach your current goals. Nevertheless, you’ve committed to fulfilling your obligations, however long it might take. Make a list of everything you thought would be done by now.

Leo

You want to apply your quick thinking to invent new avenues of income. How- ever, you’re not unhappy enough to attempt an escape. You have a fateful agenda mapped out for the weekend, but people might find you at the last moment, leaving you to lend yourself.

Virgo

You might experience one annoyance this month, but it’s going to be a white hot streak and that’s why you’re choosing to reach your current goals. Nevertheless, you’ve committed to fulfilling your obligations, however long it might take. Make a list of everything you thought would be done by now.

Libra

You may be picking through the backwaters of your mind today in search of a lost idea or quote, but the more you look, the less you yield. You can’t find what’s you’re hunting for but can neither set your quest aside.

Scorpio

Try as you might, you can’t figure out your place in your network of friends now. One minute you feel like the stranger of the pack, and the next you’re discovering the reasons for your participation. Thankfully, you can ground yourself today by following through on what you already started, stabilizing your role in the community.

Sagittarius

This month marks the long-term trajectory of your career and you wonder why your progress seems to be stymied now. You might feel frustrated if your am- bitious strategy isn’t creating the forward movement you expected. Nevertheless, this is not a smart time to walk away from your current plans. Make another attempt and focus on accomplishing your goals.

Capricorn

You have slowly stretched the envelope in new and daring ways. But you don’t want to take the time to explain your strategies. You’re not sure if the plot of your life has run out quite cliché of the story, for the step-by-step de- tails are not within your grasp today. Don’t get distracted by the minor obstacles that crop up; plan on working out the rest of the plot as you continue on your way.

Pisces

You are learning into an investigator now and will continue to dig into the unknown until you have all the facts. However, you may be facing stiff resistance as you move through your progress. Don’t get caught up in petty argu- ments, confrontation is not the highest use of your current passion.

virgo

Cancer

Cancer may be tricked into a false sense of security by the minor obstacles that crop up; plan on working out the rest of the plot as you continue on your way.

Capricorn

Capricorn have slowly stretched the envelope in new and daring ways. But you don’t want to take the time to explain your strategies. You’re not sure if the plot of your life has run out quite cliché of the story, for the step-by-step de- tails are not within your grasp today. Don’t get distracted by the minor obstacles that crop up; plan on working out the rest of the plot as you continue on your way.

Pisces

You are learning into an investigator now and will continue to dig into the unknown until you have all the facts. However, you may be facing stiff resistance as you move through your progress. Don’t get caught up in petty arguments, confrontation is not the highest use of your current passion.